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INTRODUCTION 

The 2020 Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee was established to review scientific 
evidence to be considered by the U.S. Departments of Agriculture (USDA) and Health 
and Human Services (HHS) as the Departments develop the next edition of the Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans. The Committee’s work culminated in the development of 
this report, which summarizes the Committee’s review of the evidence. More than 
270,000 articles were screened to identify the nearly 1,500 primary research articles 
included in 33 original systematic reviews supported by USDA’s Nutrition Evidence 
Systematic Review (NESR) team. In addition, 16 existing NESR systematic reviews 
were considered; more than 155 analyses of Federal data sets were conducted; and 
numerous food pattern modeling analyses that represented, for the first time the entire 
lifespan, were carried out.   

The Methodology outlined in this document has many similarities to that described in 
the reports of the 2010 and 2015 Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committees, but has 
evolved with the fields of nutrition science and systematic review methods to ensure 
the processes remain state-of-the-art and rigorous. In 2016, Congress directed the 
Secretary of Agriculture to engage the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, 
and Medicine to conduct a comprehensive study of the process used to establish the 
Dietary Guidelines. The study culminated in 2 reports, one on the process for selecting 
the Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee1 and another on the remaining aspects of 
the Dietary Guidelines development process.2 As the Departments are committed to 
supporting a transparent, inclusive, and science-driven process, USDA and HHS 
added some new steps to the 2020 Committee process in response to 
recommendations from the National Academies’ recommendations and stakeholder 
feedback, and also adopted updated best practices of reviewing nutrition science and 
developing guidance. These new steps are noted throughout this chapter.  

 

APPROACHES USED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS 

The 2020 Committee used 3 approaches to examine the evidence: data analysis, food 
pattern modeling, and NESR systematic reviews. Each of these approaches has its 
own rigorous, protocol-driven methodology, and played a unique, complementary role 
in examining the science. For each approach, staff from USDA and HHS supported the 
Committee’s review of the evidence. The type of information the Committee needed to 
answer each scientific question determined which approach they would use to review 
the evidence.  

 Data analysis: A collection of analyses that uses national data sets to describe the 

current health and dietary intakes of Americans. These data help make the Dietary 

Guidelines practical, relevant, and achievable. 

 Food pattern modeling: Analyses that illustrates how changes to the amounts or 

types of foods and beverages in a dietary pattern might affect meeting nutrient 

needs across the U.S. population. 
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 NESR systematic review: Research projects that answer questions on diet and 

health by searching for, evaluating, and synthesizing all relevant, peer-reviewed 

studies within a specified date range. 

To answer each scientific question, the Committee developed a protocol—or a plan—
that described how the Committee would apply the methodology of 1 of the 3 
approaches to examine the evidence related to that specific question. A protocol was 
created before the Committee examined any evidence, and, for the first time, was 
posted online for the public to view to understand how a specific scientific question 
would be answered and to have the opportunity to submit public comments. 

For all topics and questions, regardless of the path used to identify and evaluate the 
scientific evidence, the Committee developed conclusion statements. Each draft 
conclusion statement described the state of the science, based on the evidence 
considered, in order to answer the specific question examined. The Committee took 
the strengths and limitations of the evidence base into consideration when formulating 
conclusion statements. As described below, for questions answered using NESR 
systematic reviews, evidence was graded as Strong, Moderate, Limited, or Grade Not 
Assignable. The grading rubric used for questions answered using NESR systematic 
reviews does not apply to questions answered using data analysis or food pattern 
modeling. Therefore, data analysis and food pattern modeling conclusion statements 
were not graded. 

As it finalized its work, the Committee looked across all of the conclusion statements to 
develop overarching advice for USDA and HHS to consider as the Departments 
develop the next edition of the Dietary Guidelines. More information about the 
methodologies for each of the 3 scientific approaches is provided below. Each of the 
chapters in Part D. Evidence on Diet and Health has a methodology section that 
provides additional details on how the approach was applied to answer each specific 
question.  

  

MANAGEMENT OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST DURING THE 
COMMITTEE’S SCIENTIFIC REVIEW 

As noted above, members of the 2020 Committee were appointed as SGEs. SGEs are 
selected based on recognized expertise or expert knowledge relevant to the 
Committee. In contrast, none of the members was appointed as Representative 
Members, who are individuals appointed for the purpose of presenting the points of 
view of outside interest groups or stakeholders.  

USDA ethics officials conducted an annual review of each Committee member’s OGE 
Form 450 to manage potential conflicts of interest throughout the proceedings. As 
noted above, USDA ethics officials provided ethics training on 2 occasions to members 
of the 2020 Committee. 

The approaches the Committee used to examine the evidence—systematic reviews, 
data analyses, and food pattern modeling—are rigorous, objective, and protocol-
driven, and are designed to minimize bias. Protocols for each question being 
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addressed were developed before examining any evidence and were presented at the 
Committee’s meetings and posted to DietaryGuidelines.gov, providing transparency to 
the public throughout the Committee’s deliberations.  

The review of evidence was not based on any one member’s expertise, nor were the 
final decisions for the scientific evaluation reached on an individual-by-individual basis. 
The Committee’s review of the evidence was completed in a collaborative manner. 
The Committee came to its conclusions and advice to USDA and HHS together.  

 

NESR SYSTEMATIC REVIEW PROCESS 

Systematic review was the third approach that the Committee used to review scientific 
evidence. Systematic reviews are research projects that answer important public 
health questions by evaluating scientific evidence on topics relevant to Federal policy 
and programs. The staff at USDA’s NESR specializes in conducting food- and 
nutrition-related systematic reviews. The systematic review process involves a series 
of steps, described in the following sections. 

 

Develop a Systematic Review Protocol  

For each systematic review question, the Committee developed a systematic review 
protocol. A systematic review protocol is a plan for how a specific systematic review 
will be conducted, and includes:  

 Analytic framework 

 Literature search and screening plan 

o Inclusion and exclusion criteria  

o Electronic databases and search terms 

 Literature search and screening results 

o Flow chart of literature search and screening results  

o List of included articles  

o List of excluded articles, with rationale 

The Committee established their protocols before any evidence was reviewed and 
synthesized. This allowed the Committee to establish protocols that would capture the 
most appropriate, relevant, and direct body of evidence to answer each question. All 
systematic review protocols were posted online to provide transparency and an 
opportunity for the public to provide comments. Protocols also were presented and 
discussed at meetings of the full Committee. Any revisions to protocols that occurred 
during the course of the Committee’s work were documented, posted online, and 
presented at meetings. The literature search plan (i.e., search terms) and screening 
results (i.e., flow chart, included and excluded articles) were added to the protocols as 
they were finalized.  

A description of NESR’s methodology for developing an analytic framework is below. 
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NESR’s methodology for developing inclusion and exclusion criteria and the search 
strategy, as well as processes related to screening and selecting studies for inclusion 
in a review, is described, below, in “Search for, Screen, and Select Literature.”   

 

Develop an Analytic Framework 

The Committee developed an analytic framework for each systematic review question. 
An analytic framework defines the core elements of the systematic review question, 
includes definitions for key terms, identifies key confounders and other factors that 
could affect the relationships examined, and helps ensure that important contributing 
elements in the causal chain will be examined and evaluated. The analytic framework 
serves as the foundation for the rest of the systematic review process, and informs the 
inclusion/exclusion criteria and literature search strategy, data extraction and risk of 
bias assessments, and the strategy for synthesizing the evidence to develop and 
grade conclusion statements. 

A standard framework, called the PICO framework, was used to define core elements 
of each systematic review question. The elements of the PICO framework are the 
Population (for both the intervention/exposure and for the outcome), Intervention 
and/or exposure, Comparator (i.e., the alternative being compared to the intervention 
or exposure), and Outcomes. The key terms defined in the Committee’s analytic 
framework were based, when possible, on definitions already established by U.S. 
Federal government entities, or other leading national and international entities, as 
appropriate. Committee members identified key confounders and other factors to be 
considered (i.e., mediators, moderators, covariates) based on their knowledge of the 
literature and experience as subject matter experts).4 Key confounders are considered 
during review and evaluation of the evidence, particularly during risk of bias 
assessment (see “Assess Risk of Bias,” below) and evidence synthesis.  

 

Search for, Screen, and Select Literature 

Systematic searching, screening, and selecting the scientific literature is a process 
through which NESR sought to identify the most complete and relevant body of 
evidence to answer a systematic review question. The process started with defining 
inclusion and exclusion criteria a priori (i.e., up front), followed by developing and 
implementing literature search strategies, and finally screening and selecting search 
results. The entire process was documented, including a complete list of articles that 
met criteria for inclusion in the systematic review, and a list of excluded articles, with 
the rationale for exclusion.    

 

Define Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

The Committee established inclusion and exclusion criteria to provide an objective, 
consistent, and transparent framework for determining which articles to include in each 
systematic review. These criteria were developed before any studies were reviewed to 
guide selection of the most relevant and appropriate body of evidence for each 
systematic review question. Additionally, these criteria were framed to increase the 
utility of the systematic review to inform U.S. Federal policy and programs. To 
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minimize bias, revisions to the criteria after studies had been reviewed were 
discouraged. Any revisions to the criteria that occurred were documented with dates 
and rationales. 

NESR analysts worked jointly with the Committee members to establish inclusion and 
exclusion criteria that were tailored to the systematic review question addressed. 
Considering the perspectives of both NESR and the Committee members helped 
ensure that the evidence reviewed was: 

 Applicable to the U.S. population, including those who are healthy and/or those at 

risk of chronic disease,  

 Relevant to public health nutrition policies and programs, and  

 Rigorous from a scientific perspective.  

Criteria were established for a number of study characteristics, such as: 

 Study design 

 Language 

 Publication status 

 Health status of study subjects 

 Publication date 

 Country in which the study was conducted 

 Subject age 

 Independent and dependent variables 

 Study duration 

 Group size 

Although criteria were tailored to the unique characteristics of each systematic review 
question being addressed, NESR also applied several standard criteria. These 
standard criteria were designed to align with common practice within the field of 
systematic review, or to reflect that NESR reviews are used to inform U.S. Federal 
policy and programs. If there was a strong rationale for why a question-specific 
deviation from standard criteria was appropriate, the change was discussed between 
the Committee, NESR, and project leadership, and the justification was documented in 
the protocol. Following is a description of NESR’s standard criteria, and considerations 
made by the Committee when establishing inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

 

Study Design 
NESR systematic reviews are used to inform Federal policies and programs, and thus 
include study designs that offer the strongest evidence to establish a relationship (e.g., 
randomized controlled trials [RCTs] and non-RCTs and prospective cohort studies 
[PCSs]). NESR recognizes RCTs as a strong study design, and NESR's grading 
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process ensures that the strengths and weaknesses of each design, as well as each 
grading element, are thoroughly considered.  

NESR systematic reviews typically include RCTs (e.g., individual, cluster, and 
crossover trials), non-RCTs, Mendelian randomization studies, PCSs, retrospective 
cohort studies, and nested case-control studies. They generally exclude uncontrolled 
trials, cross-sectional studies, and case-control studies. The decision whether or not to 
include study designs other than those described above, was determined by the 
Committee based on what was most appropriate for each systematic review question. 

 Relying on RCTs is important, but it is also important to consider that rigorously 

conducted observational studies (particularly PCSs) can provide important evidence 

that complements that of RCTs.2 For example, including observational studies 

allowed for examination of diet as it occurs in daily life, or for the study of certain 

population groups (e.g., infants, toddlers, children, women who are pregnant, the 

elderly) or long-term or rare outcomes (e.g., childhood leukemia) that are not 

typically examined in RCTs.5  

 When determining and describing a study’s design, NESR analysts considered the 

data relevant to the systematic review question. In some cases, the study design for 

a particular analysis or publication differed from the design of the original study. For 

example, data from a PCS may have been analyzed cross-sectionally, and 

therefore, was excluded if cross-sectional study designs were not part of the 

inclusion criteria.  

 In addition, the NESR systematic review process included a number of steps in 

which study design was considered, ensuring that the conclusions drawn and the 

strength of evidence grades assigned reflected a thorough assessment and 

consideration of the strengths and limitations of various study designs.    

Language 
NESR included studies published in English, and excluded studies published in 
languages other than English. NESR does not have the ability to translate 
manuscripts. It is rare for NESR literature searches to identify studies published in 
languages other than English, as the searches are designed to identify evidence that 
pertains to studies that are relevant to U.S. national policies and programs. 

 

Publication Status 
NESR included peer-reviewed studies, and excluded grey and/or unpublished 
literature. Relying on peer-reviewed studies supported the quality and objectivity of 
information used to inform Federal programs and policies. Issues related to publication 
bias were addressed in the NESR systematic review process during synthesis and 
grading of the strength of evidence. In addition, the search and screening process was 
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conducted thoroughly to ensure that articles from predatory journals, or those journals 
without adequate peer review processes, and retracted articles were not included.6,7 

 

Health Status of Study Participants 
To reflect the U.S. population as a whole, the evidence base that informs the Dietary 
Guidelines must be comprised of studies conducted with people who are 
representative of the general public. This includes healthy people and those with a 
range of diet-related chronic diseases, including obesity and type 2 diabetes. Studies 
focused solely on people who already have a diet-related chronic disease and are 
being treated for that disease were excluded from NESR reviews. This was done 
because nutrition in these cases becomes part of broader clinical practice guidance—
that is, medical guidance that physicians and allied health professionals use to develop 
a specialized disease treatment or management plan to meet each individual patient’s 
needs and to care for individuals with specific diseases and conditions.  

Thus, NESR included studies that comprise participants who are representative of the 
general public, including studies done in participants who are healthy and/or who are 
at risk for a chronic disease. NESR also included studies that enroll some subjects 
with a disease, including those with obesity, or with the health outcome of interest 
(intermediate or health outcomes). NESR excluded studies that exclusively enrolled 
participants with a disease or the health outcome of interest (i.e., studies designed to 
medically treat individuals who already have the disease outcome of interest). In 
systematic reviews that examined the relationship between diet and risk of obesity, for 
example, studies that enrolled some participants classified as having obesity, as well 
as people at risk of obesity and healthy people were included; studies that exclusively 
enrolled individuals with obesity, like those that aim to treat individuals with obesity, 
were excluded.  

 

Publication Date 
All NESR reviews require that criteria for publication date be established, The 
Committee determined the appropriate date range criteria for each question. When 
establishing publication date range criteria, the Committee considered a number of 
factors, including whether:  

 The question built on evidence reviewed by a previous Dietary Guidelines Advisory 

Committee or evaluated as part of an existing NESR systematic review, 

 Research on the topic was emerging, and therefore, little research existed before a 

certain date, and 

 A new analytical technique had recently been established in the field, making previous 

research findings less valid or reliable. 

Country 
NESR relied on the Human Development Index (HDI), which ranks and categorizes 
countries based on a summary measure of average achievement in key dimensions of 
human development.8 NESR’s standard criteria included studies conducted in 
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countries ranked as high or very high on the HDI, and excluded studies conducted in 
countries ranked as medium or low. NESR applied the HDI classification based on the 
year the study intervention occurred or data were collected. If the study did not report 
the year in which the intervention occurred or data were collected, the HDI 
classification for the year of publication was applied. HDI values are available from 
1980, and then from 1990 to present. If a study was conducted before 1990, the HDI 
classification from 1990 was applied. When a country was not included in the HDI 
ranking, the current country classification from the World Bank was used instead.9 

 

Study Duration 
For some NESR reviews, the Committee established criteria for study duration. NESR 
did not have standard criteria for study duration that was uniformly applied to all 
reviews because the appropriate study duration is dependent on the intervention or 
exposure, outcomes, and populations of interest. Therefore, the Committee 
determined whether or not study duration criteria was necessary for a particular 
question, and then tailored the criteria to that question. For example, when 
establishing criteria for study duration, the Committee considered both the appropriate 
duration for the intervention or exposure of interest, as well as the appropriate duration 
for the outcomes of interest to occur. For questions where study duration criteria was 
established, the rationale for the criteria selected is documented in the chapter’s 
methodology section. 

 

Risk of Bias 
NESR included all studies regardless of their risks of bias. The Committee considered 
risk of bias when synthesizing and grading the strength of evidence. 

 

Developing and Implementing the Literature Search Strategy 

Once the inclusion and exclusion criteria were set, the NESR librarian used the 
analytic framework and inclusion and exclusion criteria to guide development of a 
comprehensive literature search strategy. The literature search strategy included 
selecting and using the appropriate bibliographic databases (e.g., PubMed/MEDLINE, 
Cochrane, Embase, CINAHL), identifying search terms appropriate for the databases 
being searched, and employing search refinements, such as search filters. The 
librarian worked in collaboration with the NESR staff and Committee members to 
construct a preliminary search strategy using PubMed operators and search terms. 
This was used to conduct a test search, preview the results, and correct any syntax, 
spelling, or grammatical errors. The search strategy underwent multiple revisions to 
refine and adjust the search before it was finalized for use, and was peer-reviewed by 
a second designated librarian to provide additional rigor to the process. The peer-
review librarian reviewed the search strategy, and provided feedback regarding: 

 The accuracy of translating the research questions into search concepts and 

terminology, 

 Proper use of search operators, fields, limiters or filters, and spelling and syntax of 

search terms/strings, 
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 The accuracy of adapting the search strategy for each database interface, 

 Inclusion of relevant subject headings, such as Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), 

and Emtree thesaurus with free-text search terms, and 

 Provision of additional relevant search terms and/or original databases. 

The NESR librarian used the feedback from the designated peer-review librarian to 
finalize the search strategies, and shared the revised search strategy with the 
Committee and NESR analyst(s) for final approval. The search strategy was 
documented and all database searches were reported to provide transparency and 
reproducibility of the systematic review. The search strategies were included in all of 
NESR’s published systematic reviews. Each component of the literature search 
strategy described above is discussed in more detail below. 

 
Identify Bibliographic Databases 

The NESR librarian selected electronic bibliographic databases based on the 
systematic review topic. PubMed/MEDLINE, Cochrane, and Embase are the primary 
databases used to identify studies relevant to NESR systematic reviews on food, 
nutrition, and health. If the topic of the systematic review related to pregnancy, 
lactation, or the birth to age 24 months population, CINAHL also was searched.  

 
Develop Search Terms 

NESR analysts helped identify initial key terms and/or relevant articles to ensure that 
the NESR librarian had an understanding of the scope and intent of the systematic 
review question. The Committee also provided help on subject or topic terminology 
and technical terms to aid the librarian in choosing the most appropriate and 
comprehensive set of search terms possible. Search terms also were refined by 
reviewing key terms and the indexing of related publications, such as existing 
systematic reviews. Librarians also were responsible for checking each bibliographic 
database’s search features to ensure that all related search terms for a particular 
systematic review question were captured. 

Because NESR reviews often focus on health outcomes such as cardiovascular 
disease, type 2 diabetes, body weight (including obesity and overweight), and energy 
intake, standard subject/thesauri terms (such as those found from the MeSH database 
in PubMed) were routinely used when conducting a search. The librarian checked 
each database’s search features to ensure that all related search terms for these 
common health outcomes were captured for each database. 

 
Apply Search Filters 

For NESR searches, filters that are commonly used include: English language, human 
studies, date, or publication type (e.g., to filter out news, editorial, and comments). 
Sometimes, study design also was used as a filter (e.g., systematic reviews and meta-
analyses). 

In some cases, searches were filtered or limited to identify studies done in 
subpopulations of interest, such as in a specific country or in women who are 
pregnant. In addition, filters or limits for sex (e.g., male or female) or specific age 
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groups (e.g., children and adolescents [ages 2 to 18 years] or adults [ages 18 to 65 
years]) were applied in some cases. 

 
Implement the Literature Search Strategy 

After finalizing the search strategies for each of the databases, the NESR librarian 
began the process of conducting all of the electronic searches. When searching 
multiple databases, overlap in the literature identified is common; the librarian 
electronically eliminated duplicate records at the search level using a citation 
management program (EndNote X9; Clarivate Analytics, Philadelphia, PA). Additional 
duplicates were identified by NESR analysts during the course of screening, and were 
removed from the search results manually. In addition, because some journals publish 
articles electronically, in advance of the print journal, the search captured these 
articles, and they were eligible for inclusion in the review, even though there was a 
possibility that they would be assigned an official publication date outside the window 
of the search date range. 

Once the electronic searches were done, the librarian documented the total number of 
unique articles identified, indicating how many were identified from each database 
searched. This documentation included the total, raw search results, as well as search 
results after removal of duplicates. 

 

Screen and Select Studies 

Two NESR analysts independently screened all search results, which was facilitated 
by use of a web-based tool (i.e., DistillerSR) and screening forms that were developed 
based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria identified for each systematic review. In 
some cases, where multiple literature searches were run to identify articles for a 
question or family of questions, the search results were uploaded into the web-based 
tool, combined, and screened together. The goal of screening was to review the 
search results and exclude those that did not meet the inclusion criteria. Screening 
was done at 3 levels. The first level of screening was done using only the title of each 
article. If an article was not excluded by both analysts at this level, it moved forward to 
the second level, where the abstract was screened. Finally, if an article passed the first 
2 levels, it moved to the third level, where the full text of the article was screened. After 
2 NESR analysts completed independent screening of all 3 levels, the analysts 
reconciled any discrepancies between the 2 screenings. If necessary, a third analyst 
was consulted to resolve differences.  

If multiple articles were identified that presented data from the same study or cohort, 
the article that most directly addressed the systematic review question was included to 
avoid duplicative data. If the articles addressed unique data related to the question, or 
were needed to comprehensively present information from a study or cohort, then all 
articles were included. Included articles from the same study or cohort were noted in 
the review, and this was taken into consideration when weighing the amount of 
evidence to answer a question. 

 

Conduct Manual Searches 

NESR analysts also completed manual searches, a mandatory part of a 
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comprehensive search strategy, for every systematic review.10 Manual searching was 
done to find peer-reviewed published articles not identified through the electronic 
database search. This was typically due to inadequate indexing or filtering limitations 
of a database. The primary approach used for the manual search was hand searching, 
in which an analyst systematically searched the reference sections of included articles 
and related systematic reviews and meta-analyses. Potential articles also may have 
been suggested by others engaged in the process, such as Committee members, 
analysts working on the project, or the general public through public comments. Two 
NESR analysts independently screened all relevant citations at the abstract and full-
text levels to determine whether the articles addressed the systematic review question 
and met all inclusion and exclusion criteria, as outlined above.    

If articles were identified through a manual search, the librarian reviewed the search 
strategy to determine why they were not found through the electronic searches. If a 
potential gap in the literature search strategy was identified, the electronic search was 
updated and rerun to include additional search terms or filters, and any new references 
identified were screened against the inclusion and exclusion criteria, as described 
above. 

 

Document the Search Results 

After the electronic and manual searches were completed, NESR analysts and 
librarians prepared materials to document the literature search and screening results. 
They compiled lists of the Committee’s included and excluded citations, along with the 
rationale for exclusion. These lists were provided to the Committee for review and 
approval. The analysts and librarian also documented the search strategy and results, 
including: 

 Inclusion and exclusion criteria  

 Search strings (e.g., search terms, filters, and limits) used for each electronic 

database searched 

 Date of each search 

 A brief description of how the search was developed and implemented 

 A flow chart of the number of included and excluded citations retrieved through 

electronic and manual searching 

 A list of all included articles 

 A table that listed all excluded articles with rationales for exclusion 

The list of articles excluded after full text review is publicly available on the NESR 
website. The list of articles excluded after title or abstract review is documented and 
archived by NESR. 

It is uncommon for a literature search to be updated after other steps in the NESR 
systematic review process are under way. This was true for the Dietary Guidelines 
Advisory Committee because of the number of questions under review. The timeframe 
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for each review, however, was documented transparently. 

 

Extract Data and Assess Risk of Bias  

NESR analysts extracted and summarized data from each included article to 
objectively describe the body of evidence available to answer a systematic review 
question. In addition, NESR analysts assessed the risk of bias for each included 
article. The extracted data and assessment of risk of bias were used to populate 
evidence tables. Using one consistent format, the evidence tables presented the key 
data from all studies included in the systematic review that the Committee used to 
synthesize the body of evidence (described, below, in “Synthesize Evidence, Develop 
Conclusion Statements, Grade the Evidence, and Identify Research 
Recommendations”). 

 

Extract Data  

Determine Types of Data to Extract  
With Committee guidance, NESR analysts determined the specific types of data to 
extract from each included study. The focus was on information that was critical for 
answering the systematic review question. Types of data typically extracted include 
study design, sample size (i.e., baseline and analytic sample size, attrition) and 
participant characteristics (i.e., age, sex, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and 
health status), the independent and dependent variables and their measurement 
methods, statistical adjustments, results, limitations, and funding sources.  

 
Extract the Data 

Once the types of data to be extracted were determined, a data extraction form was 
developed and used to facilitate accurate and consistent data extraction. This form 
ensured that the same information from each article was formatted consistently, which 
made the content easier to compare and contrast during synthesis. NESR analysts 
typically used web-based tools to extract data (e.g., DistillerSR). 

One NESR analyst extracted data from each included article using the data extraction 
form. In some cases, the required data were not reported in the article. In those 
situations, the data were recorded as “not reported.” However, if the required data 
were reported in an article’s protocol or related publication, the analyst extracted the 
data and noted the publication from which it was extracted. Next, a second analyst 
reviewed the extracted data for completeness, accuracy, and consistent presentation 
and formatting. Discrepancies noted by the second analyst, if any, were discussed and 
resolved. If a discrepancy could not be resolved or needed additional clarification, the 
analysts consulted with a third NESR analyst and/or the Committee to reach 
resolution.  
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Create Evidence Tables 
When data extraction was completed for all studies included in the systematic review, 
the analyst created evidence tables. The number of evidence tables created varied 
depending on the size and scope of the systematic review. NESR analysts and the 
Committee determined the content and organization of evidence tables based on the 
analytic framework. For example, some tables provided descriptive information about 
the studies’ design, methods, study participants, and funding sources. Other tables 
presented studies’ results. Evidence tables were used to facilitate and provide 
transparency to the Committee’s review, synthesis, and grading of the body of 
evidence available to answer the systematic review question. 

 

Assess Risk of Bias 

Each article included in a systematic review conducted by NESR underwent a formal 
risk of bias assessment. Risk of bias is the likelihood of a systematic error or deviation 
from the truth, in results or inferences, which can lead to underestimation or 
overestimation of either the true effect of an intervention on an outcome or the true 
association between an exposure and outcome. The design and conduct of a study 
affects the extent to which its results are at risk of bias. Studies with lower risk of bias 
(i.e., studies with rigorous designs and sound analytic methods) are more likely to 
report results that are closer to the truth. The assessment is specific to identifying the 
risk of bias because the results of a study may in fact be unbiased despite a 
methodological flaw).11-13 

Conducting a formal risk of bias assessment is a critical part of the systematic review 
process. The assessment provided important information regarding each included 
article and the body of evidence under review, which the Committee considered when 
synthesizing the evidence, drawing conclusions, and grading the strength of evidence 
underlying those conclusions.14 

Use of a risk of bias tool was key to ensuring that risk of bias assessments were done 
consistently across studies, and that the results of the assessment were transparent. 
Systematic review methodology, including that related to risk of bias, is continuously 
evolving. NESR has followed these evolutions, routinely evaluating and refining its 
methods to ensure they remain state-of the-art. In order to align with other systematic 
review organizations, NESR used several tools, and applied their respective guidance, 
to assess risk of bias for primary studies included in its systematic reviews.  

NESR assessed the risk of bias of RCTs, including parallel group trials, cluster-
randomized trials, and cross-over trials, using the “Cochrane risk-of-bias tool for 
randomized trials” (RoB 2.0; August 2016 version).15 This tool addressed the following 
types of bias: 

 Bias arising from the randomization process 

 Bias arising from the timing of identification and recruitment of individual participants 

in relation to timing of randomization (cluster randomized trials only) 

 Bias due to deviations from intended interventions 

 Bias due to missing outcome data 
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 Bias in measurement of the outcome  

 Bias in selection of the reported result 

NESR assessed the risk of bias of non-RCTs using the “Risk of Bias in Non-
randomized Studies-of-Interventions” tool (ROBINS-I).16 The tool addressed the 
following types of bias: 

 Bias due to confounding  

 Bias in selection of participants into the study 

 Bias in classification of interventions 

 Bias due to deviations from intended interventions 

 Bias due to missing data 

 Bias in measurement of the outcome  

 Bias in selection of the reported result 

NESR assessed the risk of bias of observational studies using the Risk of Bias for 
Nutrition Observational Studies tool (RoB-NObs) (Table C-1). NESR created the RoB-
NObs by making modifications to the ROBINS-I and a preliminary instrument designed 
to assess risk of bias in non-randomized studies of exposures because a universally 
accepted tool for assessing risk of bias in observational studies does not currently 
exist.17,18 Modifications were made to ensure that the tool was applicable to 
observational studies of food, nutrition, and public health, though many questions and 
the guidance for answer the questions are nearly identical.19,20 The tool addressed the 
following types of bias: 

 Bias due to confounding 

 Bias in selection of participants into the study 

 Bias in classification of exposures 

 Bias due to departures from intended exposures 

 Bias due to missing data 

 Bias in measurement of the outcome  

 Bias in selection of the reported result 

Table C-1. Risk of Bias for Nutrition Observational Studies (RoB-NObs) Tool 

Bias due to confounding 

1.1 Is there potential for confounding of the effect of exposure in this study?  

1.2. If Y or PY to 1.1: Was the analysis based on splitting follow-up time according to exposure 
received? 

1.3. If Y or PY to 1.2: Were exposure discontinuations or switches likely to be related to factors that are 
prognostic for the outcome? 
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1.4. If N or PN to 1.3: Did the authors use an appropriate analysis method that adjusted for all the 
critically important confounding variables at baseline? 

1.5. If N or PN to 1.3: Were confounders that were adjusted for measured validly and reliably by the 
variables available in this study? 

1.6. If N or PN to 1.3: Did the authors avoid adjusting for post-exposure variables? 

1.7. If Y or PY to 1.3: Did the authors use an appropriate analysis method that adjusted for all the 
critically important confounding variables, including baseline and time-varying confounding? 

1.8. If Y or PY to 1.7: Were confounders that were adjusted for measured validly and reliably by the 
variables available in this study? 

Bias in selection of participants into the study 

2.1. Was selection of participants into the study (or into the analysis) based on participant 
characteristics observed after the start of exposure? 

2.2. If Y or PY to 2.1: Were the post-exposure variables that influenced selection of participants (into the 
study or analysis) associated with exposure? 

2.3. If Y or PY to 2.2:  Were the post-exposure variables that influenced selection of participants (into 
the study or analysis) associated with the outcome? 

2.4 Do start of follow-up and start of exposure coincide for most participants? 

2.5 If Y or PY to 2.2 and 2.3, or N or PN to 2.4: Were adjustment techniques that were likely to correct 
for the presence of selection biases used? 

Bias in classification of exposures 

3.1. Is the exposure that was assessed clearly defined? 

3.2. Does the exposure that was assessed represent the exposure of interest? 

3.3. Were the methods used to assess the exposure clearly described?  

3.4. Were the methods used to measure the exposure valid and/or reliable? 

3.5. Were the same methods used to assess the exposure status for all participants/groups? 

3.6. Were the methods used to define exposure status for participants/groups clearly described? 

3.7. Were the methods used to define exposure status for participants/groups likely to result in minimal 
random or systematic exposure misclassification? 

3.8. Could classification of exposure status been affected by the presence of the outcome, knowledge of 
the outcome or risk of the outcome? 

Bias due to departures from intended exposures 

4.1. Is there concern that changes in exposure status occurred among participants that were 
unbalanced across groups and likely to impact the outcome? 

4.2 Were any critical co-exposures that occurred unbalanced between exposure groups and likely to 
impact the outcome? 

4.3. If Y or PY to 4.1, or 4.2: Were adjustment techniques that are likely to correct for these issues (i.e., 
changes in exposure status and/or unbalanced co-exposures) used? 

Bias due to missing data 

5.1 Were there missing outcome data? 

5.2 Were participants excluded due to missing data on exposure status? 

5.3 Were participants excluded due to missing data on other variables (besides outcome data and 
exposure status) needed for the analysis? 

5.4 If Y or PY to 5.1, 5.2 or 5.3: Are the proportion of participants and reasons for missing data similar 
across exposure groups? 

5.5 If Y or PY to 5.1, 5.2 or 5.3: Were appropriate statistical methods used to account for missing data? 

Bias in measurement of outcomes 

6.1 Could the outcome measure have been influenced by knowledge of the exposure received? 

6.2 Were outcome assessors aware of the exposure received by study participants? 

6.3 Were the methods of outcome assessment the same across exposure groups? 

6.4 Were any systematic errors during measurement of the outcome related to exposure received? 
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Bias in selection of reported result 

7.1. Is the reported effect estimate likely to be selected on the basis of the results from multiple outcome 
measurements within the outcome domain? 

7.2 Is the reported effect estimate likely to be selected on the basis of the results from multiple analyses 
of the exposure-outcome relationship? 

7.3 Is the reported effect estimate likely to be selected on the basis of the results from different 
subgroups? 

 

Each of these tools included signaling questions that address several types, or 
domains, of bias, and guidance that provided instructions and considerations for 
answering the individual signaling questions and for making overall judgements for 
each type of bias. The guidance for both the ROBINS-I and RoB-NObs specify that the 
signaling questions be answered by considering how the non-randomized or 
observational study compares to a randomized “target” trial conducted in the same 
population that had no flaws in its conduct.4 Thus, they identify potential biases that 
may arise due to lack of randomization. In addition, the systematic review protocol 
developed by the Committee helped to further inform how the guidance was applied 
(i.e., which key confounders were evaluated). The ROB 2.0 tool had domain-level 
judgements of low, high, and some concerns, whereas the ROBINS-I and RoB-NObs 
had domain-level judgements of low, moderate, serious, critical, and no information.  

NESR used a dual, independent process for risk of bias assessments. For each article 
included in a NESR systematic review, 2 NESR analysts independently completed the 
risk of bias tool appropriate for the study’s design. Analysts answered the signaling 
questions based only on the data that was extracted for the systematic review. Risk of 
bias assessments were completed at the results level. Therefore, if a study included 
multiple results that were extracted to answer the systematic review question (i.e., 
continuous and categorical analyses of the exposure, or multiple different outcomes of 
interest), the NESR analysts considered each result when responding to the items, 
and in some cases, completed multiple iterations of the tool to address each result 
independently. If necessary, analysts referred to previous and/or related publications 
to obtain information to complete items in the tool. The analysts’ responses were 
compared, and disagreements, if any, were discussed and reconciled. If a 
disagreement could not be resolved by the 2 analysts, an additional member of the 
NESR staff was asked to provide a third-party consultation. The Committee also was 
consulted, as needed, to ensure consistency and accuracy of risk of bias 
assessments. 

The results of each risk of bias assessment were displayed in a risk of bias table. This 
table reported on each study included in the review, and provided transparency to the 
domain-level risk of bias judgements using a color-coded system. If a study included 
multiple results to be considered in the systematic review, and their risk of bias 
judgements differed, then each result’s risk of bias was reported separately.  

Later in the process of conducting the systematic review, NESR’s predefined criteria 
were used to evaluate and grade the strength of the evidence supporting each 
conclusion statement. One of the criteria was risk of bias. The risk of bias criterion 
considers the likelihood that systematic errors in the design and conduct of the studies 
could have affected reported results across the body of evidence. The criterion relied 
on a review of the domain-level judgements of risk of bias. NESR’s process for grading 
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the strength of evidence is described in the following section in “Synthesize Evidence, 
Develop Conclusion Statements, Grade the Evidence, and Identify Research 
Recommendations.” 

 

Synthesize Evidence, Develop Conclusion Statements, Grade the 
Evidence, and Identify Research Recommendations 

Synthesize Evidence  

Evidence synthesis is the process by which evidence from multiple studies is 
described, compared and contrasted, and combined qualitatively, or narratively, to 
answer the systematic review question. This synthesis of the body of evidence 
involves identifying overarching themes or key concepts from the findings, identifying 
and explaining similarities and differences between studies, and determining whether 
certain factors may have affected the relationships being examined.  

NESR analysts drafted a description of the studies included in the systematic review to 
begin the process of synthesizing the evidence. This description included information 
about the study designs, sample sizes (i.e., baseline and analytic sample size, 
attrition) and subject characteristics (i.e., age, sex, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic 
status, and health status), the independent and dependent variables and their 
measurement methods, statistical adjustments, results, limitations, and funding 
sources. NESR analysts used the analytic framework and systematic review protocol 
to guide how the evidence was organized and described. 

Next, the Committee synthesized the evidence. NESR analysts provided the 
Committee with the description of the evidence, along with the raw extracted data, risk 
of bias assessments, and full-text articles for their review. The Committee reviewed 
these materials, assessing the included articles individually, and the body of evidence 
collectively. In their review, they considered study design, key associations between 
the intervention/exposure and outcome(s) of interest in the systematic review question, 
along with key factors addressed in grading the strength of the evidence (risk of bias, 
consistency, directness, precision, and generalizability). Patterns of agreement and 
disagreement among the findings were examined, and methodological differences 
between the studies were assessed to potentially help explain disagreement. Gaps in 
the body of evidence also were identified.  

The Committee provided their feedback to the NESR analysts, who drafted text that 
synthesized the evidence. In addition, the analysts created evidence tables to describe 
the body of evidence and provide transparency to the Committee’s review, synthesis, 
and grading of the body of evidence available to answer the systematic review 
question.  

 

Develop Conclusion Statements 

After the Committee synthesized the body of evidence, they drafted a conclusion 
statement. A conclusion statement is one or more summary statement(s) carefully 
constructed to answer the systematic review question. It reflects the evidence 
reviewed, as outlined in the analytic framework (e.g., PICO elements), and does not 
take evidence from other sources into consideration. Conclusion statements do not 
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draw implications, and should not be interpreted as dietary guidance. 

Conclusion statements should:  

 Indicate the strength of the evidence grade,  

 Focus on general agreement among the studies and/or acknowledge areas of 

disagreement where they exist,  

 Identify the relevant parameters, when appropriate (e.g., if cited papers studied only 

1 sex, age group, ethnicity, or level of health risk), and 

 Be concise and written using elements of “plain language” so they can be 

understood by a broad audience. 

The Committee members reviewed, discussed, and revised the conclusion statement 
until they reached agreement on wording that accurately reflected the body of 
evidence.  

 

Grade the Evidence 

The Committee then assigned a grade to each conclusion statement. The grade 
communicates the strength of the evidence supporting a specific conclusion statement 
to decision makers and stakeholders.  

NESR has predefined criteria, based on 5 grading elements that the Committee used 
to evaluate and grade the strength of the evidence supporting each conclusion 
statement. The 5 grading elements are: risk of bias, consistency, directness, precision, 
and generalizability of the evidence. Study design was also considered during the 
grading process. NESR’s grading rubric (Table C-2) is a tool used to facilitate the 
Committee’s grading process. Use of the grading rubric ensures that the final grade 
reflects consideration of all of the grading criteria, promotes consistency across 
systematic reviews, and allows for the Committee’s assessment of each element to be 
transparently documented.  

Each element of NESR’s grading criteria is described below. Development of these 
elements was informed by other grading approaches, including the GRADE approach,  
and methods used by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality and the Office 
of Health Assessment and Translation.21-23 

 Risk of Bias considers the likelihood that systematic errors resulting from the 

design and conduct of the studies could have affected the accuracy of the reported 

results across the body of evidence. Assessment of this element is informed by a 

review of the risk of bias domain-level judgements across the body of evidence. 

NESR’s process for assessing risk of bias for each study included in the body of 

evidence is described above, in “Assess Risk of Bias.”  
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 Consistency considers the degree of similarity in the direction and magnitude of 

effect across the body of evidence. It also considers whether any inconsistency can 

be explained by differences in study designs and methods (e.g., differences in 

populations, exposure measurement methods).  

 Directness considers how well the primary research studies are designed to 

address the systematic review question. Specifically, directness occurs when the 

populations, intervention, comparators, and outcomes of interest are directly related 

to the systematic review question.  

 Precision considers the degree of certainty around an effect estimate for a given 

outcome. This assessment includes consideration of sample size, number of 

studies, and variability within and across studies. 

 Generalizability considers whether the study participants, interventions and/or 

exposures, comparators, and outcomes examined in the body of evidence are 

applicable to the U.S. population.  

Study design also was a critical consideration in the process of grading. The evidence 
was grouped by study design to determine the overall grade, or strength, of the 
evidence supporting the conclusion statement. Evidence from each design (e.g., 
RCTs, longitudinal cohort studies) was assessed collectively against the elements of 
the NESR grading rubric. This assessment ensured that the strengths and 
weaknesses of each design, as well as each grading element, were thoroughly 
considered. In addition, because the risk of bias tools used by NESR are inherently 
designed to capture potential biases in non-randomized and observational studies that 
arise due to lack of randomization, the grading element of risk of bias also allows for 
consideration of study design in the process of grading. 

It should be noted that some other grading methodologies consider publication bias as 
a formal criterion, whereas NESR does not. NESR acknowledges that publication bias 
is important and is prevalent in nutrition research (as in other biomedical research). 
Because of the challenges associated with relying on funnel plots for assessing 
publication bias and given that no other gold-standard tools exist, particularly for 
observational studies, NESR does not address it as a separate grading element. 
Rather, NESR considers it in the evidence synthesis process by considering the 
extensiveness of the search, and whether large and small studies were included in the 
review, in particular small studies with null findings.  

Next, the assessments made using the NESR grading rubric were used to facilitate the 

Committee’s discussion and selection of an overall grade. A conclusion statement 
received a grade of Strong, Moderate, or Limited. If a conclusion statement could not 
be drawn due to no or insufficient evidence, no grade was assigned (i.e., Grade Not 
Assignable). A summary of the grades used by the NESR team is found in Table C-3. 
Rationale for the determination of a grade was documented by the NESR analysts.  
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Table C-2. NESR grading rubric 

Elements Strong Moderate Limited Grade Not Assignable 

Risk of bias Across the body of evidence, there is 
a strong likelihood that the design 
and conduct of the studies has 
prevented or minimized bias such 
that the reported results are the true 
effects of the intervention/ exposure, 
and plausible bias and/or potential 
limitations are unlikely to alter the 
results 

Across the body of evidence, there is 

a moderate likelihood that the design 

and conduct of the studies has 

prevented or minimized bias such 

that the reported results are the true 

effects of the intervention/ exposure, 

and plausible bias and/or potential 

limitations are unlikely to alter the 

results 

Across the body of evidence, there is a 
limited likelihood that the design and 
conduct of the studies has prevented or 
minimized bias such that the reported 
results may not be the true effects of the 
intervention/ exposure, and plausible 
bias and/or potential limitations may 
have altered the results 

A grade is not assignable for 

this element because it cannot 

be adequately assessed  

Consistency The body of evidence demonstrates 

findings with strong consistency in 

direction and magnitude of effect; or, 

any inconsistencies in findings can be 

explained by methodological 

differences 

The body of evidence demonstrates 

findings with moderate consistency 

in direction and magnitude of effect; 

some of the inconsistencies in 

findings can be explained by 

methodological differences 

The body of evidence demonstrates 

findings with limited consistency in 

direction and magnitude of effect; few of 

the inconsistencies in findings can be 

explained by methodological differences 

A grade is not assignable for 

this element because it cannot 

be adequately assessed 

Directness The body of evidence demonstrates 

strong directness, such that studies 

are designed to directly examine the 

relationships among 

intervention/exposure, comparator, 

and outcomes of primary interest in 

the systematic review question 

The body of evidence demonstrates 

moderate directness, such that some 

studies are designed to directly 

examine the relationships among 

intervention/exposure, comparator, 

and/or outcomes of primary interest in 

the systematic review question 

The body of evidence demonstrates 

limited directness, such that few studies 

are designed to directly examine the 

relationships among 

intervention/exposure, comparator, 

and/or outcomes of primary interest in 

the systematic review question 

A grade is not assignable for 

this element because it cannot 

be adequately assessed 

Precision The body of evidence demonstrates 

strong precision based on a 

substantial number of sufficiently-

powered studies with a narrow 

assessment of variance 

The body of evidence demonstrates 

moderate precision based on an 

adequate number of sufficiently-

powered studies with a narrow 

assessment of variance 

The body of evidence demonstrates 

limited precision based on an 

inadequate number of sufficiently-

powered studies with a narrow 

assessment of variance 

A grade is not assignable for 

this element because it cannot 

be adequately assessed 

Generalizability 

 

The body of evidence demonstrates 

strong generalizability to the U.S. 

population of interest with regard to: 

a) the participant characteristics  

b) the intervention/exposure and 

outcomes studied   

The body of evidence demonstrates 

moderate generalizability to the U.S. 

population of interest with regard to: 

a) the participant characteristics  

b) the intervention/exposure and 

outcomes studied   

The body of evidence demonstrates 

limited generalizability to the U.S. 

population of interest with regard to the: 

a) participant characteristics   

b) intervention/ exposure and outcomes 

studied   

A grade is not assignable for 

this element because it cannot 

be adequately assessed 
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Table C-3. Definitions of grades used by NESR for the 2020 Committee 

Grade Definition 

Strong  The conclusion statement is based on a strong body of evidence as assessed 
by risk of bias, consistency, directness, precision, and generalizability. The 
level of certainty in the conclusion is strong, such that if new evidence 
emerges, modifications to the conclusion are unlikely to be required. 

Moderate The conclusion statement is based on a moderate body of evidence as 
assessed by risk of bias, consistency, directness, precision, and 
generalizability. The level of certainty in the conclusion is moderate, such that 
if new evidence emerges, modifications to the conclusion may be required. 

Limited The conclusion statement is based on a limited body of evidence as assessed 
by risk of bias, consistency, directness, precision, and generalizability. The 
level of certainty in the conclusion is limited, such that if new evidence 
emerges, modifications to the conclusion are likely to be required. 

Grade Not 
Assignable  

A conclusion statement cannot be drawn due to either a lack of evidence, or 
evidence that has severe limitations related to risk of bias, consistency, 
directness, precision, and/or generalizability. 

 

Identify Research Recommendations 

The Committee identified and documented research gaps and methodological 
limitations throughout the systematic review process. These gaps and limitations were 
used to develop research recommendations that describe the research, data, and 
methodological advances that are needed to strengthen the body of evidence on a 
particular topic. Rationales for the necessity of additional or stronger research also 
may have been provided with the research recommendations.  

 

Develop Systematic Review Reports 

To help meet goals for transparency and reproducibility, all of the Committee’s NESR 
systematic reviews were made accessible to the public when complete. A complete 
report for each systematic review was peer-reviewed and published on the NESR 
website at nesr.usda.gov.  

Each systematic review report contains complete documentation from each step of the 
review process, and includes a plain language summary, a technical abstract, and a 
full systematic review.  

 

Write Plain Language Summaries 

NESR plain language summaries provide an overview of NESR systematic reviews 
using concise, non-technical language for a range of audiences, regardless of their 
technical or scientific expertise.  

The NESR plain language summaries include the systematic review question and the 
answer to that question, as well as a brief description of why the question was asked, 
how it was answered, what evidence was found, and how up-to-date the systematic 
review was.  

NESR plain language summaries were drafted by NESR analysts and reviewed by the 
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Committee.  

 

Write Technical Abstracts 

The purpose of a NESR technical abstract is to provide a short, technical synopsis of 
the systematic review. The technical abstract is structured to help readers quickly 
determine the overall scope, methodology, and findings of the systematic review, 
without having to read the entire report. A technical abstract is typically longer and 
more detailed than abstracts prepared for peer-reviewed publications and/or scientific 
meetings. The intended audiences of a NESR technical abstract include those with a 
scientific background, including scientific experts, Federal stakeholders, and 
researchers, as well as the general public.  

A NESR technical abstract contains the following sections: 

 Background: Describes (3-4 sentences) the rationale and objective of the 

systematic review.  

 Conclusion Statement(s) and Grade(s): Answers the review question, with a 

grade that represents the strength of evidence supporting that conclusion 

statement. 

 Methods: Describes the literature search strategy and processes used to extract 

data, assess risk of bias, synthesize evidence, develop conclusion statements, and 

grade the strength of evidence.  

 Summary of Evidence: Summarizes the body of evidence included in the review, 

including a description of included studies, study results, and gaps and limitations.  

NESR technical abstracts were drafted by NESR analysts and reviewed by the 
Committee.  

 

Write Full Systematic Review 

The purpose of the full systematic review is to present comprehensive details of the 
entire systematic review, including details about the methodology and protocol, as well 
as in-depth information about the body of evidence reviewed. The intended audiences 
of the full systematic review includes those with a scientific background, including 
scientific experts, Federal stakeholders, and researchers, as well as the general 
public. 

The full systematic review contains the following sections: 

 Methodology: Briefly describes the systematic review methodology used. . 

 Protocol: Provides information about the systematic review protocol, including the 

analytic framework, inclusion and exclusion criteria, literature search strategy, and 
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literature search and screening results (flow chart of screening results, list of 

included articles, and list of excluded articles with rationale for exclusion). 

 Conclusion statement(s) and grade(s): Answer(s) the review question, with a 

grade that represents the strength of evidence supporting that conclusion 

statement. 

 Summary of the evidence: Provides the key points from the review. 

 Description of the evidence: Describes the included articles, focusing on subject 

characteristics, interventions/exposures and outcomes examined, methodology 

used, and a summary of study results. 

 Evidence synthesis: Discusses overall themes in the body of evidence and 

provides an assessment of the strength of the evidence. 

 Research recommendations: Suggests future research based on the gaps and 

limitations identified in the evidence. 

 Included articles: Provides reference list of articles included in the review. 

The full systematic review was drafted by NESR analysts throughout the course of the 
systematic review process and reviewed by the Committee.  

 

Use and/or Update Existing NESR Systematic Reviews 

Using an existing NESR systematic review to answer a question can prevent 
duplication of effort and promote time and resource management. NESR was created 
to meet the needs of the Federal government, which develops population-wide 
guidance, programs, and policies. Therefore, previous NESR work may be relevant to 
the work of the Advisory Committee. If an existing NESR review is out of date, it may 
need to be updated. This section describes NESR’s methodology for how the 
Committee used and/or updated existing NESR systematic reviews. 

The process began once the Committee developed a systematic review protocol 
(described above in “Develop a Systematic Review Protocol”). The protocol was used 
to determine whether an existing NESR systematic review was relevant to the 
Committee’s question. An existing NESR systematic review was determined to be 
relevant if it addressed the same, or very similar, population, intervention and/or 
exposure, comparator, and outcomes outlined in the protocol. In addition, the existing 
review should have applied the same or very similar definitions for key terms and 
inclusion and exclusion criteria for selecting studies to include in the review. In some 
cases, existing reviews completed by a previous Dietary Guidelines Advisory 
Committee were determined to be relevant to a question, and the 2020 Committee 
used the same methods described below to build upon the review to answer a 
question. 

Having identified existing NESR systematic reviews or non-NESR reviews completed 
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by previous Committees that were relevant to the question being addressed, NESR 
analysts confirmed the determination with the Committee. At this point, the NESR 
analysts and librarian reviewed the included articles of the existing reviews to 
determine whether any articles were included in the review that had since been 
retracted.7 If retracted articles had been included, the Committee determined whether 
the removal of the retracted article(s) would alter the conclusion statement and grade 
of the systematic review. 

If one or more relevant existing systematic reviews were identified, a determination 
was made as to whether the existing review reflected the current state of science on 
the topic, or whether reviewing newly published evidence would likely result in 
changes to the conclusion statement and/or grade, thus warranting the investment of 
time and resources in a full systematic review update. This determination was made 
based on a number of considerations, such as: 

 The date range of the literature search conducted for the existing review. For 

example, if the review did not include articles published in the past several years or 

more (e.g., more than 2 years), an update may have been needed to capture 

recently published evidence. 

 The Committee’s knowledge of a particular field of research. For example, if the 

topic was actively being researched, or a methodological advancement in the field 

had occurred, an update may have been needed to ensure that the current state of 

science was reflected.  

 The grade assigned to the conclusion statement in the existing review. For 

example, if the existing review’s conclusion statement had a grade of Limited or 

Grade Not Assignable, review of new evidence could result in changes to the 

conclusion or grade. 

 A systematic evidence scan. In a few cases, when the need for an update was 

uncertain, a NESR systematic evidence scan was conducted to search for and 

screen newly published articles. A systematic evidence scan is a type of scoping 

activity that provides objective data to facilitate systematic review-related decision 

making, but is not a full systematic review. 

o This type of evidence scan involved a formal, systematic literature search, and 

screening of the search results using inclusion and exclusion criteria, following 

previously described NESR methodology (see “Search for, Screen, and Select 

Literature”).  

o The results of the scan were a list of all newly published articles that met 

inclusion criteria, and a brief description of the volume and relevant 
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characteristics of those articles (e.g., study design, country, or age of study 

participants). 

o Committee members reviewed the newly published evidence to determine 

whether or not an update of a systematic review was warranted. To make this 

determination, the Committee considered whether results of the newly published 

articles were consistent with the body of evidence from the existing NESR 

systematic review, or if newly published studies address key gaps or limitations 

identified in the existing review. If, based on the systematic evidence scan, the 

existing review was determined to reflect the current state of the science, a 

formal update of the review was not conducted. The results of the scan were 

documented, including a list of all new articles that met criteria for inclusion, 

along with the rationale for not updating the review.   

If one or more relevant existing reviews were determined to reflect the current state of 
science, the Committee documented their rationale, and used the existing NESR 
review(s) to answer the systematic review question, carrying forward the conclusion(s) 
and grade(s) from the review(s). If the relevant existing review(s) were determined to 
be out of date, the review was updated using the methods described below. 

Updating a NESR systematic review was a formal process used to search for, 
evaluate, analyze, and synthesize newly published evidence that built on or expanded 
the evidence included in an existing review. NESR’s systematic review methodology 
was implemented to search for and screen studies, extract data, assess risk of bias, 
and describe the evidence, based on the updated protocol developed by the 
Committee. If the Committee’s updated protocol differed from that of the existing 
review, the differences were documented. Then, the Committee synthesized the new 
evidence with that of the existing review. This synthesis took different forms, 
depending on the volume and characteristics of the new evidence. Below is a 
description of the synthesis approaches used by the Committee.  

 Assessment of new evidence as it relates to existing conclusions. In one form 

of synthesis, the new evidence was described, and then discussed as it related to 

the conclusions or findings of the existing review. Revisions may have been made 

to the conclusion statement or grade based on the new evidence, and rationale for 

any changes was documented. This approach was generally used when relatively 

few new articles were found, and/or the methods and results reported in those 

articles were consistent with articles in the existing review. 

 Separate synthesis of new evidence. In another form of synthesis, the new 

evidence was synthesized separately from the existing review, and used to draw 

and grade a conclusion statement based solely on the new evidence. This typically 
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occurred when aspects of the updated protocol differed from the original, or the 

scientific methodology used to examine the topic had changed. Then, the 

Committee integrated both conclusions in their report, and provided a discussion 

about similarities and differences. 

Regardless of what synthesis approach was used, NESR’s systematic review 
methodology (described above in “Synthesize Evidence, Develop Conclusion 
Statements, Grade the Evidence, and Identify Research Recommendations”) for 
developing conclusion statements and grading the strength of the evidence was 
applied. In addition, the complete systematic review update was documented, 
including details about the protocol and methodology, the full description and synthesis 
of the evidence, and conclusion statements and grades.  

Using and/or updating an existing NESR systematic review to answer a question 
helped the Committee leverage work completed by previous expert groups, prevent 
duplication of effort, and promote time and resource management, all while ensuring 
that all of its conclusions reflect the current state of science on the topic. 

 

NESR Team 

The NESR is a team of scientists who are experts in systematic review methodology at 
USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service, Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion (CNPP).  

NESR staff hold advanced degrees in nutrition, public health, epidemiology, library 
science, and related fields. Staff also receive extensive hands-on training and ongoing 
professional development to be able to independently perform each step of the 
systematic review process.   

Each NESR project is coordinated by a team of NESR staff composed of analysts and 
librarians. The Committee makes all substantive decisions throughout the process of 
conducting its systematic reviews, and NESR analysts support the Committee by 
helping to facilitate and document the work necessary for timely execution of the 
systematic reviews in accordance with NESR methodology. Librarians work with the 
analysts to develop, implement, refine, and document the literature search strategies. 
NESR analysts and librarians are listed in Appendix F-5: Acknowledgements. 

 

Peer Review of NESR Systematic Reviews 

New to the 2020 process, the Departments added a step for peer review of the NESR 
systematic reviews conducted by the Committee. This step was added in response to 
recommendations from the National Academies, as well as stakeholder comments and 
in acknowledgement that peer review is a best practice for conducting systematic 
reviews. Per the Committee’s charter, peer review was coordinated by the Co-
executive Secretary from USDA’s Agricultural Research Service (ARS), which 
developed a peer-review process analogous to that used for academic journal articles. 

Each systematic review was peer reviewed by 2 Federal scientists. In total, 47 Federal 
scientists from USDA, HHS (including the National Institutes of Health, CDC, and the 
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Food and Drug Administration), Department of Defense, and the Department of 
Veterans Affairs participated in the process. Peer reviewers were asked to self-identify 
their systematic review question(s) of interest to review. Each reviewer was asked to 
provide a personal expert opinion on the systematic reviews, and not to provide 
comments on behalf of their position within the Federal government or their agency. 
The peer review process was anonymous and confidential. The peer reviewer was not 
identified to the Committee members or NESR staff, and in turn, the reviewers were 
asked not to share or discuss the review. Before peer review began, the NESR lead 
provided a presentation to the peer reviewers on the NESR systematic review 
methodology. 

Peer review occurred after draft conclusion statements were discussed by the full 
Committee at Meetings 4 and 5. Following full Committee discussion, the NESR lead 
sent drafts of each systematic review to the ARS Co-executive Secretary to distribute 
to assigned reviewers. Peer reviewers were asked to complete their review within 14 
days. Each reviewer received drafts of the full systematic review for their assigned 
question(s), including: 

 Conclusion statement and grade, 

 Summary of the evidence, 

 Description and synthesis of the evidence, 

 Research recommendations, 

 Included articles, and 

 Protocol 

Following peer review, the ARS Co-executive Secretary shared peer-review comments 
with the NESR lead. NESR staff then reviewed the comments, addressed editorial 
comments, and proposed edits to the relevant Subcommittee in response to comments 
related to clarity and rationale for decisions made by the Committee. Substantive 
comments were reviewed and discussed by Subcommittees, and revisions were made 
to the systematic review, as needed, based on the Subcommittee’s discussion. 
Following peer review, NESR staff sent the ARS Co-executive Secretary responses to 
each peer reviewer’s comments, who shared them with the respective peer reviewers.  

All new NESR systematic reviews underwent peer review, except for reviews with no 
included articles. Peer reviewers are listed in Appendix F-5: Acknowledgements.  
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